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This is not the world’s first semiconductor 
shortage, but it is the most significant. 
Virtually every industry now depends  
on semiconductors. For example, the 
semiconductor industry amounts to 0.3%  
of the U.S. GDP, yet semiconductors are 
required to produce 12% of the U.S. national 
output.1 Due to the shortage, automobile 
OEMs have closed factories, new data 
centers are delayed, farm equipment 
manufacturers have semifinished goods  
on their lots, and consumers cannot get 
firm delivery dates for appliances. Let’s 
examine how to navigate the current crisis 
and prepare for inevitable disruptions in  
the future.

1. Daniel Dusina, Mitch Polich, Jacob Seabolt, “The Semiconductor Shortage, Implications for the Global Economy,”  
DBusiness Magazine, August 2021.

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Today’s global semiconductor shortage is not 
only widespread across industries. It is also  
expected to be long lasting. Many believe it will 
extend well into 2022 and likely into 2023.2 As 
much as we would like to point to the COVID pan-
demic as the culprit, this would grossly under-
represent the confluence of the many factors that 
impacted the industry and the global economy.

In this paper, we outline the causes, impact, chal-
lenges, and constraints of the current shortage 
across the extended value chain (see Figure 1). 
And more importantly, we offer a perspective  
on how organizations can effectively maneuver 
through the current crisis and implement best 
practices to mitigate the impact of future disrup-
tions. Our view is that organizations need to  
simultaneously work across three different time 
horizons: the immediate, the near term, and the 
long term. By doing so, they can help ensure  
revenue continuity, fulfill customer expectations, 
and achieve greater resilience.

Executive Summary 

Figure 1 – Extended Semiconductor Value Chain

2. Shira Feder, “Understanding the Global Chip Shortage, a Big Crisis Involving Tiny Components,” Popular Science,  
October 2021.

Three key tenets can enable  
organizations to optimize perfor-
mance during a semiconductor 
shortage: better visibility, insight, 
and collaboration.

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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The business capabilities map in Figure 2 shows 
how organizations can achieve these benefits 
across the three time horizons. This map, taken 
in part or in full, can enable organizations to 
make more informed and timely decisions that 
lead to revenue continuity, optimal customer  
expectations, and greater resilience. Finally, the 
paper concludes with a prescribed approach to 
getting started, with links to additional 
references.

Figure 2 – Business Capabilities Map

Organizations must work across three time horizons to enable 
revenue continuity, meet customer expectations, and strengthen 
resilience: the immediate, the near term, and the long term.
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Product and design 
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© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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On the supply side of the equation, the COVID 
pandemic is an easy target and certainly has an 
impact on capacity, but it is not the sole reason 
for the shortage. Several foundries and integrated 
device manufacturers (IDMs) closed or ran  
reduced shifts early in the pandemic. However, 
several other noneconomic factors also impacted 
supply. For example, a prominent semiconductor 
manufacturer in Japan that produces 30% of the 
chips used in the auto industry closed its factory 
for four weeks due to a fire. Additionally, the United 
States imposed sanctions on the export of semi-
conductor manufacturing equipment to China in 
September 2020. As a result, several foundries 
based in mainland China were unable to purchase 
necessary equipment required to support the 
growth in chip demand.

Taken in isolation, any of the above events would 
not have created the massive trough in supply. 
The system has enough slack to absorb one  
or even a few of the aftershocks. However, the  
cumulative effect of them all hitting the system  
in a relatively short time exceeded the system’s 
capabilities to respond.

At the most fundamental level, demand is out of 
phase with supply. On the demand side of the 
equation, several major factors converged. For 
example, greater semiconductor consumption in 
vehicles, growing demand for home offices driven 
by the COVID pandemic, and additional band-
width requirements for video calls to support 
home offices caused a surging demand for semi-
conductors. Next, geopolitical tensions arose  
between major technology-leading countries.  
The United States and China have been engaged 
in severe cross-border trade disputes over the 
last several years, as have Korea and Japan. In  
response to U.S. sanctions imposed on China, 
large Chinese OEMs were stockpiling chips to 
hedge against impending supply disruptions.  
Finally, high-tech companies have a significantly 
longer history with the semiconductor industry 
than their automotive counterparts. As a result, 
the high-tech procurement teams were quicker 
to secure long-term supply agreements than  
automotive manufacturers, who rely on short-
term planning methods such as JIT and Kanban.

How Did We Get Here and Why Is It So Hard to 
Solve?

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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CONSTRAINTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF 
SEMICONDUCTORS
Even during the best of times, manufacturing 
semiconductors is a lengthy and variable process. 
As Figure 1 illustrates, progressing from wafer 
fabrication to die bank takes 12 to 15 weeks. Little 
can be done physically to reduce the lead time 
without incurring significant expediting costs. 
Compounding the problem is the time to add new 
capacity. To build and qualify a new fabrication 
takes three to five years and has an entry cost of 
US$4 billion to US$10 billion.3 Furthermore, the 
output is highly vulnerable to defects, contamina-
tion, and technical factors that can have a major 
impact on the quality and grade of the semicon-
ductors being produced. Therefore, it is extreme-
ly expensive and difficult to pivot in response to 
major changes in demand from OEM customers.

The impact of these constraints was clearly evident 
in the automotive industry. At the beginning of the 
COVID outbreak, the auto industry cut its forecast 
by about 13% and subsequently raised it many 
months later.4 Meanwhile, other industries such 
as high-tech OEMs quickly seized the opportunity 
and increased their forecast to take advantage of 
the additional capacity left behind by the auto 
industry.

3.  Anjani Trivedi, “Want a New Factory to Make Car Chips? That’ll Be $4 Billion, Please,” Bloomberg, February 2021.
4. Ondrej Burkacky, Stephanie Lingemann, Klaus Potozky, “Coping with the Auto Semiconductor Shortage: Strategies for 
Success,” McKinsey & Company, May 2021.

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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How Are Companies Responding to the Shortage 
Today?

Most companies throughout the value chain are working across three time horizons to resolve 
the time-to-impact issue. As shown in Figure 3, these time horizons include the immediate  
(1 to 6 months), the near-term (6 to 12 months), and the long-term (12 to 18+ months). 

Figure 3 – Activities Across All Three Time Horizons

Figure 4: Immediate Time Horizon Activities

IMMEDIATE CHALLENGES
The immediate time horizon involves pure firefighting. It includes updating customers daily (if not 
hourly), evaluating material substitution options to fulfill demand, and reprioritizing exceptions 
across the network (see Figure 4).
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While these are current real-world activities that 
are taking place, they are not necessarily best 
practices. Fabricators are taking measures to  
improve yields for increasing output, production 
capacity, and utilization. Outsourced semicon-
ductor assembly and test (OSAT) vendors are 
working to optimize down-binning to realign  
supply with demand. OEMs and their contract 
manufacturers (CMs) are looking across their 
multitier networks of suppliers to gain greater 
visibility to triage exceptions and make better  
decisions regarding order fulfillment. Additionally, 
many are employing several business-to-business 
(B2B) connectivity points to exchange key pieces 
of data between trading partners. This is handled 
with a spectrum of well-established protocols – 
ranging from the most rudimentary such as 
spreadsheets and e-mail, to more sophisticated 
communication standards such as EDI and 
RosettaNet.

The first of the immediate challenges are yield 
management and smart testing. With the slow-
down in Moore’s Law and increased heteroge-
neous integration of chiplets, the semiconductor 
supply chain continues to increase in complexity 
and length of time. Front-end wafer fabrication 
can have up to 1,400 process steps and and can 
take four months or more.5 In addition to the lead 
times, the amount and cost of testing required at 
the wafer and package level continue to increase 
in order to validate both yield and quality.

Time to decision and implementation is critical to 
product supply and costs, especially with millions 
of dollars in profitability at risk. The inability to 
identify poor yield or quality until the final product 
stage means four months of production in line is 
already affected. To monitor and control produc-
tion, a massive amount of data is collected during 
the fabrication process. This parametric data  
can exceed 15 gigabytes per wafer – a quarter of 
a terabyte for each wafer lot (25 wafers). Most 
large-scale fabs are producing thousands of wafer 
lots daily. For a typical 300 mm wafer fabrication 
based on a 24x7 operation with an average 500 
tools producing 100,000 wafers per quarter, the 
data volume can easily reach the petabyte range. 
Clearly, it becomes expensive to store and manage 
all of this data.

However, it is estimated that 80% of data gener-
ated at a fab is never looked at.6 In addition, many 
data systems are siloed (for example, fab engineer-
ing, test operations, and ERP systems). Analysis 
and interpretation of this data can be overly  
dependent on experienced process engineers.  
As a result, the data that is readily available is not 
analyzed to uncover potential opportunities to  
increase yields and overall throughput.

5.  “Chipmakers Are Ramping Up Production to Address the Semiconductor Shortage. Here’s Why That Takes Time,”  
Semiconductor Industry Association, February 2021.
6. Anne Meixner, “Too Much Fab and Test Data, Low Utilization,” Semiconductor Engineering, 2021.

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

https://www.semiconductors.org/chipmakers-are-ramping-up-production-to-address-semiconductor-shortage-heres-why-that-takes-time/
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In addition to timely and accurate data analysis, 
other activities that are critical in the immediate 
time horizon include visibility, collaboration, and 
exception management. Decisions based on the 
additional insights for yield management and 
smart testing need to be integrated into the pro-
cesses and systems for downstream partners  
in the value chain. For example, decisions that 
result in any change to the yield are exceptions  

to the established process and need to be imme-
diately understood and communicated seam-
lessly to the fabless semiconductor companies 
and OEMs. Such exceptions can cause the value 
chain to be perpetually out of sync for crucial  
information such as yields (which can impact  
wafer starts), test time (which can impact product 
costs), and lead times (which can impact customer 
expectations).

Figure 5 – Connectivity Methods Across the Value Chain

Finally, network-wide collaboration is also  
critical. For example, most supply chain planning 
systems begin with a statement of demand. This 
is expressed as a combination of forecasts and 
sales orders. Once the supply plan has been  
executed, production and purchase orders are 
communicated to internal manufacturing and 
distribution plants and outsourced suppliers. 
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When there is a problem with supply, the  
information flow reverses and exceptions are  
communicated upstream. Although not perfect, 
some automation currently exists between the 
OEM and the contract manufacturer in this  
value chain. However, this level of automation 
often relies on “data hops” and other methods 
such as EDI and RosettaNet.

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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spreadsheets, custom portals, phone calls, and 
ad hoc file exchanges. As a result, the OEMs are 
operating on incomplete and outdated informa-
tion. This means they are not replanning their 
supply, which results in unfulfilled customer  
expectations.

The problem comes when looking downstream to 
the n-tier suppliers in the network, specifically to 
the semiconductor suppliers (see Figure 5). In this 
case, the relationships are well-established; how-
ever, the connectivity between them is not. Most 
OEMs rely on manual tracking of tier-2 through  
tier-n suppliers. This is often accomplished with 

Figure 6 – Near-Term Time Horizon Activities

NEAR-TERM CHALLENGES
Next, let’s consider the near-term time horizon 
(see Figure 6). This is the containment phase 
where companies are working to establish tighter 
processes and deploy improved tools to create 
more visibility and insight for better decision-
making. In this phase, the IDMs and foundries are 
striving to get ahead of unforeseen problems – 
for example, by establishing early warning systems 
for plant maintenance in the fabs. The OEMs are 
establishing processes to reallocate supply to 
customers and improve B2B connections across 
the network.

Detecting the unforeseen need for plant mainte-
nance is crucial during this near-term stage. 
Semiconductors are manufactured in clean 
rooms that are designed to maintain extremely 
low levels of particulates such as dust and other 
airborne organisms. Therefore, it is extremely  
important to minimize any unnecessary entry into 
the clean room. Costly unscheduled equipment 
downtime and deviation can lead to serious and 
expensive yield problems. 

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Normally, semiconductor factories conduct regu-
lar preventative maintenance (PM) based on an 
annual PM schedule to maintain the equipment’s 
healthy operation and minimize the introduction 
of particulates. But unexpected and unscheduled 
deviation or downtime cannot be fixed by a sche-
duled PM process. What’s needed is an early 
warning system to detect an unexpected down-
time event. However, the complexity of forecasting 
failure is significant due to the enormous number 
of possible influencing factors, combined with 
the massive amounts of data used in the fabs. 
Unfortunately, when an unplanned downtime 
event occurs, the OEM is blind to the event and 
cannot react accordingly.

Next, the ability to perform objective-driven allo-
cations is key during the near-term time horizon. 
There is a sharp contrast in how business deter-
mines allocations in lean supply times versus 

“business as usual” conditions. Under normal  
circumstances, low and middle management 
oversees the moderate ebb and flow of supply 
and demand using standard processes and tools. 
However, in lean supply times, executives are  
increasingly involved in tactical allocation deci-
sions supported by manual processes and 
spreadsheet-based tools. It becomes exceedingly 
difficult to understand the global implications of 
an on-the-fly allocation decision. This often results 
in further expediting supply and leads to customer 
dissatisfaction.

What’s missing is a mechanism that allows the 
supply chain team to quickly run scenarios that 
provide executives with fact-based insights into 
various allocation scenarios, such as maximizing 

revenue, optimizing margin, and minimizing total 
delinquencies. These scenarios can easily change 
depending on the demands of a specific time  
period or a key objective that the organization  
is pursuing at the moment. Multiple reasons  
can explain the difficulty of implementing such  
a mechanism as part of the standard process, 
including:
 • Organizational acceptance – Moving from a 

gut-feel to a fact-based approach takes time 
and trust in the quality of the result.

 • Data – All data used to support this mechanism 
can have varying levels of quality. Regardless of 
how sophisticated the system, executives will 
not trust the results and revert to their gut feel.

 • Systems – The systems need to produce results 
that users understand and explain. This is often 
where most systems fail in this domain.

Lastly, OEMs often rely on outsourced manufac-
turing partners to manage the supply needed to 
build components for their products. The OEM 
may get involved with the supply of semiconduc-
tors, but only as a reaction versus an ongoing 
and recurring step. This is because most supply 
chain planning systems have a low-level code 
designation that stops the bill of material (BOM) 

“explosion” at the level of the BOM that identifies 
a “make” item versus a “buy” item. Therefore,  
unless the OEM is procuring the semiconductor 
directly from the semiconductor supplier, the 
only demand signal the semiconductor company 
receives originates from the contract manufacturer 
and the many layers of suppliers within the chain. 
This creates a delay in the signal-to-response 
time between the OEM and the semiconductor 
supplier.

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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LONG-TERM CHALLENGES
Finally, let’s look at the long-term time horizon 
(see Figure 7). In this phase, companies define 
their vision and strategy for the value chain with 
the goal of improving resilience. In this context, 
resilience enables companies to be more agile, 
sustainable, and transparent – traits that are  
required to buffer their value chain from inevitable 
and unpredictable shocks to the forecast. Each 
value chain has value chain participants who  
defined initiatives to improve resilience.  
Examples include:

 •  Foundries working towards reshoring capacity 
to domestic markets

 •  OEMs creating both demand and supply-side 
planning systems

 •  IDMs and fabless semiconductor companies 
developing streamlined processes to ensure 
tighter alignment between customer forecasts 
and order commitments

Due to many factors such as the recent cross-
border trade wars, geopolitical struggles, and the 
pandemic, today’s foundries and IDMs are actively 
working on reshoring initiatives to expand capacity 
in domestic markets. However, this is not without 
challenges. At the global level, there has been a 
marked shift in semiconductor capacity. In 2000, 
the United States, Europe, and Japan collectively 
accounted for 60% of worldwide semiconductor 
capacity compared to just 36% in 2020.7 In  
response to this shift, several government agen-
cies are now contributing public funds to embark  
on more strategic programs. For example, the  
European Union recently recommended an  
initiative called the European Chips Act aimed  
at restoring Europe’s semiconductor manufac-
turing capacity from 10% of the market to 20% 
by 2030, including developing chips on leading 
technology nodes 2nm-5nm.8

Successful enterprises can no longer 
win solely on operational efficiencies. 
They also need a network of trading 
partners working together as a unified 
ecosystem.

7. Jimmy Goodrich, Raj Varadarajan, Antonio Varas, Falon Yinug, “Government Incentives and U.S. Competitiveness in 
Semiconductor Manufacturing,” Boston Consulting Group for Semiconductor Industry Association, September 2020.
8. Inside the Future: Europe’s Plan to Thrive in the Global Microchip Race,” European Commission, May 2021.

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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However, reshoring semiconductor capacity  
to recreate domestic capacity is a challenging  
undertaking. First, reversing a long trend of out-
sourcing highly technical, expensive, and complex 
manufacturing to other nation states will take 
time – as will reversing the decline in the skilled 
workforce. Other trends are equally challenging, 

including the reduction in the unemployment 
rate, the massive retirement of baby boomers, 
and the slowing growth among the working-age 
population (16 to 64 years old). In fact, for the 
first time in U.S. history, the working-age popula-
tion is shrinking.9

Figure 7 – Long-Term Time Horizon Activities

In the immediate term, organizations 
need a best-practice approach to yield 
management, smart testing, multitier 
visibility, exception management, and 
network collaboration.

9. Amy Lui Abel, Gad Levanon, Allen Li, Calvin Rong, “Job Satisfaction Remains High Even in the Midst of the Pandemic and 
Economic Chaos,” The Conference Board, 2021. 

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Match set optimization is a method used to  
determine what products can be built given supply 
versus what to build given demand. In this scenario, 
OEMs are challenged with knowing how best to 
allocate raw material and subassemblies to a  
finished product. This is typically based on an  
objective-driven function such as maximizing 
revenues versus minimizing stranded inventories. 
This is a particularly challenging problem to solve. 
First, data integrity will be in question because 
the existing system relies heavily on receiving  
accurate data from multiple parties. For example, 
OEMs rely on CMs for accurate delivery dates for 
assemblies and on semiconductor manufacturers 
for accurate delivery dates for semiconductors. 
Next, the existing application uses optimization 
algorithms that are known to produce optimal  
results but with varying degrees of transparency. 
These algorithms lack sensitivity analysis to per-
form what-if scenarios, making it difficult for the 
planning organization to explain the results.

Next, semiconductor companies (IDMs and fab-
less) are continually working towards improving 
their forecast-to-order process. This process is 
composed of two parts: sales and operations 
planning (S&OP) and committing to customer 
orders.

S&OP coordinates the multiple constituents 
within an organization who have accountability 
over sales and operational metrics. The predomi-
nant activity is forecasting, which is often tied to 
specific customers including distributors and 
CMs. This is performed monthly at a minimum, 
with many companies making weekly adjustments.

Analyzing the massive data volumes 
during manufacturing and testing 
and sharing this data across the value 
chain can help identify opportunities 
to improve quality and yields.

© 2022 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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The second part – committing to customer  
orders – is typically where the forecast-to-order 
process breaks. Many large OEMs negotiate the 
semiconductor design-win directly with the semi-
conductor company, then abdicate the tactical 
procurement to the CM. The semiconductor 
company often receives a customer forecast, but 
from whom? It could be the CM submitting a 
forecast on behalf of the OEM, the OEM submit-
ting a forecast directly to the semiconductor 
company, or a combination of both. In either 
case, when the semiconductor company ships 
the product to the CM, it is often not clear for 
whom the CM is building the product. There is  
often a lack of transparency in this process. To 
avoid any confusion over fulfilling demand to a 
lower-priority customer order, the semiconductor 
company designs a work-around by creating a 
unique SKU for each major customer. This creates 
extra overhead to maintain the data and increases 
the risk of excess and obsolete inventories due to 
having unique part numbers in the system for 
each customer.

Several B2B efforts over the past decades have 
attempted to connect members of the high-tech 
value chain. Specifically, EDI and RosettaNet are 
two of the more common protocols for the high-
tech industry. Unfortunately, these protocols are 
beginning to age-out, given new data exchange 
requirements. What’s more, they were never  
designed to support connections beyond peer-
to-peer. So, it is not possible, for example, for an 
automotive OEM to communicate its forecast for 
chips by leapfrogging the multiple tiers between 
itself and a semiconductor supplier. Nor is it  
possible for value chain members to report their 
CO2 consumption to meet the new sustainability 
requirements being implemented in Europe.  
Additionally, these protocols are complicated  
and cost prohibitive for smaller companies to 
implement.

For networks to evolve beyond tiers of trading 
partners, support sustainability requirements, 
and ensure a comprehensive member pool in the 
value chain, the old B2B collaboration systems 
based on EDI and RosettaNet are no longer effec-
tive options.
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Successful enterprises in this sector can no longer 
win solely on their own operational efficiencies. 
They also need a network of trading partners 
working together as a unified ecosystem. The  
effectiveness of such a network requires three  
elements: collaboration, visibility, and insight 
(see Figure 8). Working in concert, these three  
elements can allow organizations to respond  
far more quickly to both the current shortage  
and inevitable yet unforeseeable disruptions in 
the future.

Consider the following example. The automotive 
industry cut its forecast early in the COVID pan-
demic.10 Simultaneously, high-tech and seven  
other industries all raised their forecasts. In this 
case, the automotive industry lacked visibility 
into the overall capacity utilization at the fabs. 
Furthermore, during the four-month processing 
time to manufacture their semiconductors, auto-
motive companies could have rejected chips that 
were in fact good due to a lack of insight. Finally, 
cutting the forecast for a specific car model may 
in fact have been the right decision to prevent  
excess inventories of completed vehicles. However, 
cutting the forecast for the semiconductors was 

a poor decision given the lead times. This could 
have been alleviated through better collaboration 
between the OEM and the foundries for the semi-
conductors, effectively leapfrogging the middle 
tiers in the value chain.

In the next sections, we look at each time horizon 
and provide a recommended approach to improve 
the status quo. Moreover, we provide real-world 
examples where companies have achieved their 
desired outcomes.

Figure 8: Key Elements of a Unified Trading 
Network

Visibility

Collaboration Insight

A Trifecta Convergence Is Changing the Game

10. Ondrej Burkacky, Stephanie Lingemann, Klaus Potozky, “Coping with the Auto Semiconductor Shortage: Strategies for 
Success,” McKinsey & Company, May 2021.
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THE IMMEDIATE – FIREFIGHTING
In terms of the immediate time horizon, each of the four initiatives outlined in Figure 9 has its chal-
lenges and a current approach to addressing them. But can improvements be made? In this section, 
we offer a new point of view on these challenges – along with a recommended approach that can  
deliver valuable benefits.

Figure 9 – Challenges, Current and Recommended Approaches, and Benefits for the Immediate Term 
(1–6 Months)

Figure 10 highlights the areas in the business  
capability map that apply to this section.

Figure 10 – Business Capability Map Coverage for the Immediate Term

Maximizing production 
capacity

Initiative
Benefit of recommended 
approachChallenges Current approach

Recommended  
approach

Massive data volumes

Limited process engineering 
capacity

React to a known problem Predictive what-if scenarios Improve the yield learning 
curve

Manufacturing complexity 
drives up the cost of wafer 
sort and final test

Length test flow from in-line 
test to final test to meet defect 
parts per million (DPPM) 
requirements

Optimizing test flow and cost 
while still meeting DPPM  
requirements with AI/ML 
approach

Reduce burn-in requirements

Reduce overall test time

Yield management

Lack of visibility beyond tier 1 Manual tracking Digital data transfer of 
requirements

Lower transportation expedites

Higher capacity utilization

Lower inventory (stranded 
supply)

Lack of real-time access to  
supplier data

Identify and engage with 
suppliers

Engage suppliers already  
collaborating on the network

Immediate supply visibility

Reduced revenue loss due to 
shortages

Improved continuity of supply

Multitier visibility 
and exception 
management

Smart testing

Phase I:  
Collaboration  

between OEMs and 
semiconductor 

companies

1

2

3

4

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
collaboration

Proposed business capabilities

4

1

2

3

1

4
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Yield Management and Smart Testing
Given the known data volume and limited capacity 
of the process engineers, two questions come  
to mind:

 • What value does historical data have to the 
semiconductor company and the customer?

 • What decisions can be made by having this 
data?

To answer these, let’s look more deeply into the 
relationship between the semiconductor company 
and its customer, the OEM. Parametric data is 
one of the criteria used during the selection of a 
chip vendor (design-win). The supplier and the 
customer define and negotiate the parameters, 
which are used to determine field failures and 
grade, aka “bins” (that is, good, better, best). A lot 
of work is performed to ensure that the range is 
not too restrictive or too relaxed. Overly restrictive 
tolerances mean lower yields, while overly relaxed 
tolerances result in more failures (Type I versus 
Type II errors). However, much of this work is 
done prior to production and adjusted throughout 
the lifecycle of the product based on learnings.

But what if the data contained hidden truths 
about predicted failures or predicted yields?

The recommended approach is to leverage  
advances in Big Data analytics and machine 
learning (ML) algorithms to optimize the collection 
of insightful data and predict yield and quality 
grades earlier in the production cycle. This core 
capability enables applications that can improve 
process control, test quality, cost, and supply 
chain predictability.

To illustrate this point, consider the following two 
examples.

The first example shows the relationship between 
the current settings for one of the parameters 
(P1) and the corresponding yield (see Figure 11). 
The blue line represents the yield curve for the 
parameters; P1-high and P1-low are the current 
values. Analyzing the data reveals an opportunity 
to improve the yield by relaxing P1-high to P1-opt. 
However, the incremental improvement does not 
justify the effort nor the risk of “falling off the 
cliff” and experiencing a dramatic loss of yield 
and a higher risk of field failures.

Figure 11 – Parameter 1 (P1) Relaxing the Current Range: Poor Yield Improvement

Yield

P1P1 low P1high P1opt
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In the next example, we look at the impact of restricting the acceptable range (see Figure 12). Based 
on the data, P2 shows that being overly conservative results in throwing away yield. This is entirely 
based on data known to the system by the system, but previously not utilized.

Figure 12 – Parameter 2 (P2) Restricting the Current Range: Significant Yield Improvement

Identifying situations where you can control a para-
meter to a lower variance can deliver measurable 
benefits. In the P2 example, the tight control of 
distribution enables higher average yield and 
more good die as you avoid “falling off the cliff”  
of the yield curve.

Fundamental to this approach is integrating  
disparate data systems – both offline and online – 
with a semiconductor semantic model that  
enables ML insight across broad data that is  
not possible with human-driven analysis. This 
“single source of truth” plus ML provides:

 • Identification of both redundant and missing 
data for insight into production

 • Creation of predictive models for yield, quality, 
and parts availability based upon in-fab data, 
upstream test data, and work-in-progress  
(WIP) information

 • Alignment of financial, operational, and engi-
neering analysis and decisions, which drives 
rapid implementation

Tangible results include:
 • Changing process control or test specifications 
on a product basis to help ensure they are not 
too restrictive or relaxed

 • Determining when burn-in is required to help 
ensure product quality and when it can be 
skipped for cost savings

 • Balancing equipment PM with production needs 
and yield impact

 • Identifying the need for additional wafer starts 
earlier in the process

Yield

P2P2 low P2highP2opt

Incremental yield 
improvement
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Augmenting the current process with this empi-
rical approach can provide incredible insight to 
both the semiconductor suppliers and their OEM 
customers. A fact-based recommendation can 
then be fed back to the OEM to reexamine the 
tolerances and make decisions that would result 
in additional capacity, reduced failures, and 
greater throughput. Integration of more data 
sharing between semiconductor suppliers and 
OEM customers can provide even further benefits 
(for example, in field returns analysis).

PDF Solutions Inc. is a global leader in semicon-
ductor manufacturing data analytics used by the 
semiconductor industry to explore the end-to-end 
solution opportunities for better yield manage-
ment and smarter testing. SAP and PDF Solutions 
are jointly developing several use cases, such as:

 • Cost-of-yield analysis to offer business-to- 
operation yield analysis in terms of finance,  
production, and engineering data analytics

 • Product costing based on the shop floor WIP 
status, yield condition, and scrap material to 
calculate the actual cost of the production 
process

 • End-to-end lot and device traceability from  
wafer manufacturing to packaging chip

 • Return material authorization (RMA) flow with 
associated engineering data proof, for example, 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM), wafer maps, 
and mask layout

 • Shop floor WIP status updated from manufac-
turing execution systems (MES) and feedback 
to production order. We are continuing to develop 
ML-based predictive maintenance (PdM) that 
integrates with intelligent asset management; 
early wafer starts that integrate with production 
planning and execution; test specification 
changes that link with requirement manage-
ment; and process control changes that inte-
grate with engineering change management.

These use cases provide valuable insights into 
the manufacture of semiconductors that can be 
leveraged in discussions with OEMs to increase 
output and lower field failures.

Predictive maintenance, objective-driven customer 
allocations, and extended collaboration across the 
value chain are key initiatives for the near term.
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DistributionAssembly and test Customer

CM/EMS Customer

Wafer fabrication Wafer sort Die bank Chip assembly Chip test

Foundry EWS OSAT

IDM

Push PullPull

Increased connectivity leveraging an established network

OEM

<Figure 13>

Multitier Visibility, Collaboration, and Exception 
Management
Our recommended approach is to identify and 
engage with suppliers who are already planning 
collaboratively in an established and secure net-
work (see Figure 13).

By directly collaborating with OEMs, semicon-
ductor suppliers do not have to wait for a demand 
signal from the CM. When the OEM initiates a 
change, everyone with approved access in the  
extended network (tier-n) simultaneously sees 
the change and can plan accordingly. Conversely, 
when changes to supply exceed the predefined 
threshold at any place in the network, the OEMs 
receive an immediate notice without waiting for 
the intermediate tiers to process and communi-
cate the impact. Rules for exceptions are main-
tained to prevent an overly nervous system.

Sending signals not only to one’s immediate peer 
in the network, but also to the ultimate business 
partner by jumping several tiers of the network 
cuts out information brokers in the middle of  
the value chain. This effects a faster and more  
accurate exchange of demand and supply signals, 
which leads to a better synchronized business 
network, reduction of bullwhip effects, lower over-
all logistic costs, and improved customer service.

Figure 13 – Established and Secure Network to Improve Visibility and Collaboration
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This approach enables basic visibility of supply 
and assesses the capabilities of the supply base. 
Additionally, it provides a digital data transfer of 
forecasted BOM component requirements, pro-
jected supplies, and capacities.

Tangible results can include:
 • Decreased transportation costs
 • Higher capacity utilization
 • Reduced working capital from lower inventory 
levels

 • Reduced order-to-delivery cycle times

SAP can help enable this process with  
SAP® Business Network. More than 80% of  
the highest-volume suppliers in the high-tech  
industry are already collaborating on this net-
work. These include semiconductor foundries, 
IDMs, fabless semiconductor companies,  
semiconductor distributors, CMs, and OEMs.  
Additionally, many are using the network for  
enhanced collaboration to further streamline  
the connectivity between trading partners  
(see Appendix A).

THE NEAR TERM – CONTAINMENT
In the near-term horizon, organizations need to 
invest time towards more systemic and repeatable 
processes (see Figure 14). This is no easy task 
given the emphasis placed on solving tactical 
problems in the immediate horizon. Compounding 
this challenge is the “rush” people at all levels in 
the organization get from solving an immediate 
problem such as a customer expedite. These 
“diving catches” are often rewarded and deserv-
edly celebrated. However, they need to become 
the exception, not the norm.

In the section below, we identify our recommended 
approach to addressing the four initiatives that 
organizations can implement to improve their 
near-term processes.

Figure 14 – Challenges, Current and Recommended Approaches, and Benefits for the Near Term 
(6–12 Months)

Initiative
Benefit of recommended 
approachChallenges Current approach

Recommended  
approach

Capacity loss and longer cycle 
time

Annual preventive maintenance 
based on regular schedule

Predictive maintenance 
based on equipment’s real-
time sensor data

Reduction in cycle time 
delay

No consistent method for  
allocating supply

Manual effort and reactionary Objective-driven allocation 
rules based on priority

Higher on-time, in-full (OTIF) 
based on promise

Higher customer satisfaction, 
loyalty, and retention

Lack of real-time access to 
supplier data

Identify and engage with 
suppliers

Facilitate orchestration of  
material flow with all suppliers

Facilitate orchestration of  
material flow with all suppliers

Objective-driven 
customer 

allocations

Connect n-tier  
suppliers and 

foundries

5

7

8

6

Predictive 
maintenance
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Figure 15 – Business Capabilities Map Coverage in the Near Term

Detecting Plant Maintenance
The productivity of semiconductor manufacturing 
relies mostly on good product yield and quality, 
along with healthy equipment operations. That’s 
why manufacturing plants are currently working 
on PdM.

PdM aims at improving equipment productivity 
by using massive amounts of manufacturing data 
to predict machine breakdowns. The choice of 
data sources depends on the scenario, such as 
using an extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV) 
scanner as a power source, chemical-mechanical 
planarization (CMP) pad conditioning, or wafer 
transport robot arms. Analysis of sensor data  
can detect an anomaly in a tool’s operation. For 
example, in switches, machines, and robots,  
vibrations can be measured and used to detect 
errors. Because new sensors and IoT devices  
can be integrated in production processes and 
operations, the availability of data increases  
drastically. Automated time-series models can 
recognize errors and differentiate the noise from 
the essential information to predict breakdowns 
and guide future decisions regarding a tool’s  
operational health.

The recommended approach is to leverage IoT 
edge services installed on the fab equipment to 
collect the sensors’ data and send it to a business 
technology platform (BTP) for further analysis. 
The classification system adapts as users judge 
new signals and identify root causes, enabling 
faster issue detection and containment. In case 
of equipment issues that require remote diagnosis, 
the fabs can leverage a tool support extension 
service to remotely co-diagnose the problem 
with the equipment provider.

To help organizations achieve their PdM goals,  
we are co-innovating with PDF Solutions to  
integrate their fault detection and classification 
(FDC) solutions with SAP Edge Services and  
SAP Intelligent Asset Management solutions.  
By so doing, we plan to optimize FDC by monitor-
ing equipment performance and using artificial 
intelligence and machine learning to detect and 
classify abnormal equipment behavior into good, 
bad, and unknown.

Figure 15 highlights the areas in the business 
capability map that apply to this near-term 
horizon.

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
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Objective-Driven Customer Allocations
Ideally, allocations start with a policy set by the 
executive team, and an integrated system con-
trols the enforcement mechanism regardless of 
the level of supply and demand mismatch. For  
example, if the standing policy is to allocate 
based on customer tier for the first 10 weeks of 
the quarter, then whatever is left is allocated 
based on region, channel, or other factors. How-
ever, in the last three weeks of the quarter, the 
scenario may change towards another objective 
such as highest revenue first. This pecking order 
is defined in pure business terms but respected 
within the system. In other words, the complica-
tions of configuring the system to accommodate 
the needs of the business must be concealed 
from the policy makers. Furthermore, the system 
must have the following to accomplish its goal:

 • Speed – The system must provide a full analysis 
of the implications to a change in allocation 
rules.

 • What-if scenario planning – Executives may 
want to compare multiple allocation rules prior 
to executing a plan.

 • Consumable output – The system must produce 
easy-to-understand reports on the distinct  
options and include financial implications.

Moreover, the allocation process must be consis-
tent regardless of the situation. This requires  
organizational acceptance and support by the 
executives.

There are cases in the semiconductor industry 
where allocations can be performed based on 
supply versus demand. In such cases, a pecking 
order is defined for the incoming supply to maxi-
mize on-time deliveries. For example, a large cus-
tomer may have a delivery date far into the future, 
and due to several factors, the pegged supply 
(that is, the lot) is ready well in advance of the 
scheduled date. This would certainly protect the 
large customer from not having its order filled  
on time. However, there is a risk of the inventory 
sitting idle waiting for the delivery date to arrive – 
resulting in other orders being fulfilled late because 
the capacity was allocated to the large customer 
order. A good system would allow the options to 
reorder supply and allocate capacity to supply in 
order to satisfy large customer orders or those 
with earlier delivery dates that were higher in the 
pecking order.

The order-based planning capability of the  
SAP Integrated Business Planning for Supply 
Chain solution allows customer orders to be 
ranked based on criteria beyond simply first 
come, first served. Examples include commit 
date versus request date, new products, regions, 
channel, and type of demand (forecast versus 
backlog). This capability not only provides semi-
conductor suppliers with greater flexibility, but 
also helps align their capacity with the negotiated 
requirements of the OEM.
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Extended Collaboration with the Network
Existing B2B collaboration protocols enable com-
panies to communicate with direct supply chain 
partners through standardized RosettaNet partner 
interface processes (PIPs), such as 3D8 (WIP) 
and 7B5/7B6 (work order and work order acknowl-
edge. Companies in the value chain (including 
customers, electronic design automation and  
intellectual property vendors, design service 
partners, and cloud service partners) can also 
participate in open collaboration platforms to  
co-innovate at preliminary stages of technology 
development and new product introduction (NPI) 
activities. This allows greater collaboration with 
the common goal of shortening design time, time 
to volume, time to market, and time to revenue.

SAP provides two solutions for extending collab-
oration. First, SAP Business Network enables  
collaboration with trading partners in the value 
chain, including suppliers, logistics and services 
providers, asset operators, and maintenance 
contractors. In addition to optimizing visibility 
across value chain processes, it builds resilience 
into the business. Second, SAP’s customer  
network for R&D and engineering facilitates  
the exchange of customer successes and best 
practices for product innovation, new product  
development, product development costing,  
engineering change management, product data 
analytics, and collaborative product development.

Long-term activities include  
reshoring domestic capacity,  
optimizing the demand  
forecast-to-order promise  
process, implementing match  
set optimization in supply chain  
planning, and improving supply 
chain resilience.
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THE LONG TERM – BUILD RESILIENCE
Activities in the long term are designed to reduce 
the shocks to the system and are far more strategic 
(see Figure 16). Examples include qualifying new 
fabrication facilities and designing next-generation 

Figure 16 – Challenges, Current and Recommended Approaches, and Benefits for the Long Term 
(12–18+ Months)

Figure 17 – Business Capabilities Map Coverage for the Long Term

Figure 17 highlights the areas in the business 
capability map that apply to the long-term 
horizon.

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
collaboration

Proposed business capabilities

12
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chips for sustainability with consolidated features. 
The theme of this phase is resilience. By estab-
lishing greater resilience, the system is better 
prepared to absorb shocks that will inevitably 
happen in the future.

Initiative
Benefit of recommended 
approachChallenges Current approach

Recommended  
approach

Ensuring accuracy in planning 
systems

Abdicate sourcing rules to  
n-tier suppliers

OEMs maintain visibility into 
deep supply chain

Synchronized value chain

Supply allocation misaligned 
to business goals

Siloed planning processes Integrate demand planning 
with order promising

Customer satisfaction

Reshoring  
domestic capacity

Suboptimal use of existing 
component supplies

Standard rules based on 
demand

Application of profit-based 
optimization

Higher revenue and margin 
attainment

Reductions in stranded  
inventory supply

Lack of visibility of capacity, 
work-in-progress, inventory

Manual tracking Establish an enterprise-wide 
nerve center

Improved supply chain 
resilience

Match set 
optimization

Optimize demand 
forecast-to-order 
promise process

End-to-end supply 
chain risk modeling

9

10

11

12
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Reshoring Domestic Capacity
There are two aspects to reshoring semiconductor 
capacity to domestic markets. The first involves 
the human resources and talent management 
area. The second focuses on the logistics, quality, 
planning, and sourcing rules that need to be well 
established before the fabs are online. The scope 
of this paper is focused on the latter. However, we 
also plan to publish a future paper to address the 
human capital management (HCM) aspects of 
the reshoring requirements. In the meantime, 
please refer to Appendix B for links to additional 
information on this topic.

As for the logistics, quality, planning, and sourcing 
rules that relate to reshoring, let’s consider the 
following scenario. When a new fab or OSAT facility 
is built, it needs to be qualified by the OEM for the 
semiconductors they expect to design into their 
application. Numerous technical activities need 
to take place to ensure the devices meet the  
required specifications. These include building 
and evaluating samples and testing them under  

a variety of conditions. These activities take  
time and need to be completed well before the 
new facility comes online. Meanwhile, the busi-
ness applications supporting the procurement, 
planning, quality, logistics, and financials need  
to be updated as well. The sourcing rules need 
to consider the differences in lead times, yields,  
and costs from current sources. Otherwise,  
the systems will be out of sync, resulting in  
greater inventory liabilities due to overplanning 
and unfulfilled customer expectations from 
underforecasting.

The SAP Master Data Governance application 
working in conjunction with SAP Integrated  
Business Planning for Supply Chain can help  
ensure that master data is accurately maintained 
in the system. SAP Master Data Governance  
facilitates the maintenance of supplier data, 
down to the qualified fab(s) and relevant order 
modifiers used for production planning, such as 
lead times, safety stock levels, reorder points, 
and others.

Industry networks such as Catena-X are being  
developed to allow for efficient, secure, and  
interoperable data exchange to drive collaboration, 
innovation, and competitiveness for participating 
companies.
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Optimize the Demand Forecast-to-Order Promise 
Process
The best approach to optimize the demand  
forecast-to-order promise process is to create  
a very tight integration between the forecasting 
of customer demand and the fulfillment of the  
order. There are multiple steps in this process, 
starting with the capture of the customer forecast. 
This is handled during S&OP. Account teams  
submit their forecasts by customer, often for key 
customers. Depending on how the planning  
system is configured, the material requirements 
plan (MRP) determines the supply requirements 
to meet this forecasted demand. In many cases, 
the forecast for a key customer can very well be 
for common components that are sold to multi-
ple customers. This is often referred to as “make 
to stock.”

When the MRP process runs, it aggregates all  
the forecasts for a given semiconductor device 
(SKU) for each time period – eliminating any  
association with the customer. This becomes a 
problem when a sales order is placed for that 
chip by a customer who never submitted a fore-
cast. A nonintegrated and rudimentary system 
has no regard for the unforecasted demand from 
a customer. It simply looks at sales orders, and  
if there’s inventory, it releases the sales order to 
be fulfilled by stock on hand. Most organizations 
employ numerous safeguards to prevent this 
from happening, such as creating customer- 
specific part numbers. Simply creating a new 
part number for big customers guarantees this 
problem will not happen. Unfortunately, this  
creates SKU proliferation, which means more 
overhead to maintain multiple part numbers.  
Additionally, there is no inventory pooling effect 
in this scenario, which will inevitably lead to  
excess and obsolete inventory.
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The correct way to avoid this situation is by  
ensuring that the forecast retains the customer’s 
identity, even for common part numbers sold to 
multiple customers. This requires the right tools, 
meaning that the forecasting system is tightly  
integrated with the order management system, 
which is tightly integrated with the order fulfillment 
system. In other words, these are not multiple 
systems; they become integrated modules within 
the same system, rather than a collection of dis-
parate systems. This ensures that a major OEM 
who submits a forecast and is compliant in all  
the other parameters of forecast changes can  
be assured that no other customer will take its 
product. Having the system serve as the enforce-
ment mechanism prevents intentional or unin-
tentional gaming by unforecasted customers. 
What’s more, it reduces the number of manual 
workarounds that are often implemented but 
merely move a problem from one area of the  
organization to the other.

The SAP S/4HANA® solution for advanced ATP 
(available-to-promise) working in conjunction 
with SAP Integrated Business Planning for Supply 
Chain automates the process of committing  
customer orders by referencing the customer 
forecast. This becomes an automated enforce-
ment mechanism that prevents unforecasted  
demand from “poaching” supply that was built in 
anticipation of an order from a customer who did 
provide a forecast. The OEM can then trust that 
their supply from the semiconductor supplier will 
be safeguarded. This does require the OEM to 
submit a forecast to the semiconductor supplier 
and the CM to submit their sales order with the 
name of the OEM included.
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Match Set Optimization
Most supply chain planning systems are designed 
much the same way. The planning system starts 
with a statement of demand and identifies all 
sources of supply, resulting in order action mes-
sages for the planners and buyers. The system 
recommends new purchase orders, push-out of 
existing orders, and order cancellations. However, 
is this the best approach during times of severe 
component shortages?

Match set optimization works in reverse. It starts 
with a known supply and then determines the 
best mix of products to make based on organiza-
tional objectives. Objectives such as maximizing 
revenue, minimizing tardiness to key customers, 
and maximizing deliveries to emerging markets 
are used to incentivize the planning engine to  
determine what to make. This approach has 
many advantages to the immediate term and can 
easily find its way into standard processes beyond 
the current shortage. In the near term, it provides 

information to the sales and marketing teams on 
what can be built, so they can determine whether 
there are options to steer demand to available 
supply. It can also increase inventory turns by 
minimizing the opportunities for stranded inven-
tory. By design, these planning engines are inher-
ently greedy – in a good way – and designed to 
exhaust as much inventory as possible to achieve 
their objective.

Finally, this approach provides executives with 
decision support capabilities that allow them  
to understand the financial implications of the 
supply chain under varying objectives. This  
enables executives to engage in fact-based  
discussions with their leaders and suppliers to 
determine sourcing strategies, location prefer-
ences, and product design options.
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Secure Industry-Wide Data Exchange
New topics such as resilience, sustainability, 
and geopolitics are emerging quickly, and tradi-
tional B2B protocols are not equipped to allow 
companies to exchange data on these topics. In 
response, industry networks are being developed 
to allow for efficient, secure, and interoperable 
data exchange to drive collaboration, innovation, 
and competitiveness for participating companies. 
For example, the Catena-X Automotive Network 
(Catena-X) is a newly formed network for the 
auto industry. Its vision is to create a data-driven 
value chain. Participants include major industry 
adopters along the automotive value chain such 
as BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Bosch, 
and ZF, as well as key industry outfitters such  
as SAP, Siemens, and T-Systems, who are con-
tributing next-generation industry applications  
and technology expertise. Semiconductor com-
panies such as Wolfspeed Inc. are expected to  
participate as well.

SAP is one of the founding members of Catena-X, 
which is considered Europe’s largest industrial 
“data space” effort. Catena-X aims to create a  
secure, neutral, and interoperable platform for 
sharing data among all players in the automotive 
supply chain. The project is based on Gaia-X and 
the International Data Spaces Association (IDSA) 
reference architecture for European cloud data 
infrastructure (in which SAP is also a founding 
member) and the International Data Spaces (IDS) 
standard for data sovereignty. Network members 
discuss integration use cases (such as sustain-
ability, carbon footprint minimization, and hard-
ware and software traceability) that require  
continuous data chains with a minimum of three 
to four partners across the multitier supply chain 
for a common value creation process.

“Wolfspeed is leading the transformation from 
silicon to silicon carbide–based semiconductors, 
which will be instrumental in the automotive 
industry’s shift from internal combustion engines 
to electric powertrains. The recent silicon chip 
shortage gave Wolfspeed the opportunity to 
speak with customers about the importance of 
capacity and our unique advantage of vertical 
integration, which allows us to supply customers 
more reliably. We are executing a robust digital 
transformation based on SAP S/4HANA to 
provide the scale, flexibility, and automation 
necessary to support our growth. Additionally, 
we’re taking progressive steps to shape where 
our target industries are going by partnering 
with companies like ZF in increasing data avail-
ability and transparency, as outlined with the 
Catena-X Automotive Network initiative.”
David Costar, Chief Information Officer, Wolfspeed Inc.

“As two key drivers of the industry shift towards 
a greener and more sustainable mobility, ZF and 
Wolfspeed share the joint understanding of the 
importance of data availability to strengthen the 
automotive supply chain. As part of this mutual 
understanding, ZF and Wolfspeed are working 
together to support the Catena-X Automotive 
Network initiative, which will establish collab-
orative data sharing to increase the industry’s 
agility, efficiency, and transparency. Within the 
initiative, we prioritize the sustainability aspects 
of data transparency – because we believe it’s 
good business and simply the right thing to do.”
J. Fieres, Vice President of Strategy, Digital, and Sustain-
ability, ZF Division Electrified Powertrain Technology, ZF
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Conclusion

This is not the first chip shortage, and it will  
certainly not be the last. Demand and supply are 
constantly out of phase. However, it’s the magni-
tude of the existing gap that we are working to 
minimize. The next disruption could very well  
be due to a glut of supply. In either case, compa-
nies across the value chain need to have well- 
established processes, current tools, and the 
right talent to help ensure the gap between  
supply and demand remains small. This can only 
happen when the value chain is synchronized to 
provide greater visibility, insight, and collaboration 
among the participants. By doing so, enterprises 
operating in these value chains can maintain 
greater revenue certainty, higher fulfillment of 
customer expectations, and improved resilience.

In this paper, we explored the challenges that 
companies across the value chain are facing with 
the current chip shortage. We also presented 
proven alternatives to the current practices 
across multiple domains and time horizons.

In terms of the immediate time horizon (1 to 6 
months), we identified four key activities that 
companies are performing to respond to the  
immediate challenges of the shortage, along  
with alternative approaches. These activities  
include yield management, smart testing, multi-
tier visibility, and collaboration. Analyzing the 
massive data volumes during the manufacturing 
and testing of semiconductors and sharing this 
data across the value chain between the semi-
conductor supplier and the OEM can help identify 
opportunities to improve quality and yields 
simultaneously.

Regarding the near-term horizon (6 to 12 months), 
we described three activities that can help bring 
relief to stressed processes by implementing new 
tools and redefining existing processes. For semi-
conductor companies, the key activity is detecting 
the need for plant maintenance. Moving from an 
annual schedule to a predictive approach helps 
avoid unplanned downtime and negative impacts 
on the OEMs. For OEMs, it’s about having the tools 
and organizational support to align the supply 
chain with the objectives set by the executives. 
Finally, collaboration can be further streamlined 
by including the foundries in an already estab-
lished and secure network.
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In discussing the long-term horizon (12 to 18+ 
months), we focused on the need to establish 
greater resilience. The goal is to withstand future 
shocks to the industry while keeping the demand 
and supply curves in phase. These are longer-term 
plays; however, they need attention today if  
companies are to realize their vision. How can  
organizations achieve resilience? Semiconductor 
foundries can reshore capacity to domestic  
markets and focus on the talent aspects that  
are necessary in an intellectual property-based 
industry. For OEMs, we highlighted the benefits of 
match set optimization – a new supply planning 
method that begins with fixed supply to determine 
demand (what can be made) versus starting with 
demand to determine supply requirements. Finally, 

we explained the need to move from single-tier 
collaboration to a true industry business network. 
Such a network needs to go beyond exchanging 
logistics data (that is, forecast and commits) and 
serve as an open and secure platform to exchange 
data on logistics, sustainability, compliance, and 
designs. We also explored Catena-X as an example 
of an automotive network in which several semi-
conductor companies currently engage with their 
automotive customers.

SAP and our partners deliver solutions that can 
help your company navigate supply and demand 
disruptions. The links in Appendix B provide addi-
tional information about these solutions, along 
with options for getting started.

Become more agile and responsive when operating across  
a volatile global network to service ever-more-demanding 
customers. 
 
Request a demo of SAP Digital Supply Chain solutions.
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Glossary of Terms

Binning or bins – The categorization of finished 
products based on their characteristics and 
quality.

Chiplet – Part of a processing module or an  
integrated circuit that works with other similar 
chiplets to form a larger complex chip such as  
a computer processor.

CM (component manufacturer) – A company 
that manufactures components or products  
under contract for another company.

Die bank – An inventory point of unassembled 
raw product. In a semiconductor manufacturing 
process, once the wafer sorting process is com-
pleted, the sorted dies are stored in a die bank.

Die – A small piece of semiconducting material 
where a functional circuit is fabricated.

EDI (electronic data interchange) – Electronic  
interchange of business information using a 
standardized format. It’s a process that allows an 
entity to send information to another electronically 
instead of using the traditional method of paper. 
Unlike RosettaNet, EDI is text based.

EMS (electronics manufacturing services) – A 
company that not only manufactures and tests 
products for OEMs but also designs, distributes, 
and provides repair services of electronic compo-
nents for OEMs.

EUV (extreme ultraviolet lithography) – A litho-
graphy technology (also known as chip printing 
or fabricating) that uses a range of extreme ultra-
violet wavelengths.

EWS (electrical wafer sort) – Electrical testing 
performed while the semiconductor product is 
still at its wafer format. The testing is used to 
identify the nonfunctional dies, thereby avoiding 
assembly of those dies into packages.

Front-end (fab)  –  In the microelectronics industry, 
a semiconductor fabrication plant (commonly 
called a fab; sometimes foundry) that manufac-
tures devices such as integrated circuits.

Gaia-X – A project initiated by Europe for Europe 
and beyond. Representatives from business,  
politics, and science from around the globe are 
working together, hand in hand, to create a feder-
ated and secure data infrastructure.

IC (integrated circuit) – A set of electronic circuits 
fabricated as a single unit or chip.

IDM (integrated device manufacturer) – A semi-
conductor company that designs, manufactures, 
and sells integrated circuit products. As a classifi-
cation, IDM is often used to differentiate between 
a company that handles semiconductor manu-
facturing in-house and a fabless semiconductor 
company that outsources production to a third 
party.

IDSA (International Data Spaces Association) – 
A coalition of more than 130 member companies 
that share a vision of a world where all companies 
self-determine usage rules and realize the full  
value of their data in secure, trusted, equal 
partnerships.
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IoT (Internet of Things) – A network of physical 
objects that are embedded with sensors, pro-
cessing ability, software, and other technologies 
to connect and exchange data with other devices 
over the Internet.

OEM (original equipment manufacturer) – A 
company that produces parts and equipment 
that can be marked or branded by another 
manufacturer.

OSAT (outsourced assembly and test) – Vendors 
who provide third-party IC-packaging and test 
services. They provide packaging to silicon devices 
manufactured by foundries prior to shipping to 
the market.

PCM (process control monitoring) – Wafer elec-
trical testing of device performance while the wafer 
is still in the shop floor, using various test key 
structures located at the scribe lines of the wafer.

RosettaNet – A standard that defines both  
e-commerce document and exchange protocols 
as part of EDI. It is based on XML and defines 
message guidelines, interfaces for business pro-
cesses, and implementation frameworks for  
interactions between companies. This standard 
is used widely in the semiconductor industry and 
addressed in the supply chain area.

Technology node – A specific semiconductor 
manufacturing process and its design rules. A node 
typically represents different circuit generations 
and architectures. The smaller the technology 
node, the smaller the feature size, producing 
smaller transistors.

WAT (wafer acceptance test) – Wafer electrical 
testing of device performance monitor when the 
wafer is at the end of the wafer manufacturing 
process, using various test key structures located 
at the scribe lines of wafer.
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Appendix A – High-Tech Companies Collaborating 
on SAP Business Network

Chip distributorWafer fabrication Wafer sort Die bank Chip assembly Chip test

Foundry EWS OSAT

IDM

DistributionAssembly and test Customer

CM/EMS OEM CustomerDistributor

Number of largest 
companies by  
sector transacting  
on SAP Business 
Network

Number engaged 
in enhanced 
collaboration

20 of 20 39 of 45 36 of 50 37 of 50

100% 86% 73% 74%

15 29 24 29

Greater  
revenue 
certainty

Fulfilled
customer 
expectations

Improved
resilience

Eighty percent of the highest-volume suppliers in high tech are already collaborating through the 
SAP network.

Figure 18: Companies Transacting on SAP Business Network
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Appendix B – Mapping SAP Applications to 
Business Capabilities

Enterprise Nerve Center
Navigate, analyze, and profitably manage your 
supply chain in real time.

 • SAP Integrated Business Planning for Supply 
Chain solution

Yield Management
Lower the cost of IC design and manufacturing, 
improve time to market, and sustain higher 
profitability.

 • Semiconductor Manufacturing Analytics  
by PDF Solutions

Supply Chain Planning
Respond quickly and cost-effectively to changes  
in supply, demand, and market condition with  
agile integrated supply chain planning software.

 • Available to promise
 • SAP Supplier Problem-Solving solution
 • SAP S/4HANA solution for procurement 
planning

 • SAP Logistics Business Network, material 
traceability option

 • Supplier risk management

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
collaboration

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
collaboration

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
collaboration
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Integrated Talent Management
Attract, develop, and retain talent with intelligent 
talent management solutions.

 • SAP Workforce Forecasting and Scheduling 
application by WorkForce Software

 • Talent Intelligence Platform (Eightfold)
 • HR analytics and workforce planning
 • Employee experience management
 • Managing for adaptability vs. productivity – 
Creating a change ready workforce

 • Subjectivity and employee experience –  
5 tips for managing moments that matter to 
some people but not others

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
collaboration

Product and Design Collaboration
Orchestrate the daily work of engineers and product 
and project managers more efficiently.

 • SAP Enterprise Product Development solution
 • Enterprise product development – Product 
collaboration

 • SAP Teamcenter solution by Siemens
 • SAP Extended Enterprise Content Management 
application by OpenText

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
collaboration
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Business Technology Platform
Bring intelligent enterprise applications together 
with database and data management, analytics,  
integration, and extension capabilities into one  
platform for both cloud and hybrid environments.

 • SAP Business Technology Platform
 • Database and data management
 • Business analytics
 • Application development and integration
 • Intelligent technologies
 • Power your business processes with IoT data
 • SAP Edge Services
 • SAP Predictive Asset Insights solution
 • SAP Digital Asset Management solution by 
OpenText

Established and Secure Business Network
Rely on a transparent and collaborative network 
that connects business partners.

 • Supply chain collaboration
 • SAP Logistics Business Network, global track 
and trace option

 • SAP Logistics Business Network, intelligent  
insights option

 • Catena-X Automotive Network
 • Supplier management

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
collaboration

Enterprise nerve center

Integrated talent management

Business technology platform

Established and secure business network

Yield management Supply chain 
planning

Product and design 
collaboration
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